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Getting Started
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GETTING STARTED
Welcome to the Your Move Ohio campaign toolkit, an
easy to use education resource. All digital materials have
been created to:

èè
Educate all road users how to use the road safely
èè
Encourage Ohioans to choose active
transportation, and

èè
Increase safety for people walking, biking and driving
Before diving into these resources, please take a moment
to review this toolkit outline of all available marketing
materials and how to use them based on your audience
and budget.

AUDIENCE Your Move Ohio created these resources with
the following audiences in mind:

èè
Females and males, ages 13+
èè
People who walk and bike
èè
Drivers and residents statewide

MARKETING STRATEGIES Take a look at what media
outlets your audience might use. Billboards, TV, radio and
digital ads, press releases and social media are great ways to
reach these audiences. Keep in mind your audiences may also
use transit, bike share or attend events where you can engage
them directly through use of: bus benches, bike benches and
bike basket ads, as well as tip cards and promotional items.
Best practice would be a mix between a number of strategies
to reach people at multiple places at multiple times.

BUDGET Your budget will determine how much you
can do. Remember less expensive approaches such as
social media and press releases. Participation within
municipalities, coalitions, health departments, hospitals,
law enforcement, schools and others, is an effective way to
leverage marketing dollars, printing and in-kind support for
social media and outreach. Working with partners can help
everyone leverage their advertising, printing and in-kind
communication resources to make limited dollars go further.
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Your Move Ohio Brand
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YOUR MOVE OHIO BRAND
The Your Move Ohio team has developed an integrated
LOGO FILES There are a few different logo file types
brand for the campaign complete with a logo (wordmark),
available. Here’s how to know which version to use for your
typography, color palette, a gradient that may be used as
marketing materials:
an overlay on imagery and supplemental design elements
èè
CMYK files are used for printed materials such as tip
for use on print materials, in social media and in ads. Logo
cards, posters and promotional items, unless the print
and image usage is specified in the Your Move Ohio brand
vendor specifically requests a file with Pantone colors.
guidelines document. Explore these reference documents to
learn about the Your Move Ohio brand, how to use the logo
èè
RGB files should be used on digital materials, such as
and access the various logo files in different colors and file
digital ads, presentations and social media.
formats. You will also find research, pilot materials and other
èè
If you’re placing a newspaper advertisement, use
useful resources to understand the feedback that’s shaped
the black and white or grayscale logos for black
Primary
Logo
Safe Space
the campaign.
and white ads and CMYK for color.

BRAND GUIDELINES

BRAND GUIDELINES Review this guide before using
Your Move logo files on materials to ensure proper usage.
1x

1x

1x

1x

When possible, the logo should be reproduced in full color.
It may also be used in grayscale or reversed out in white for
use on dark backgrounds or the brand blue.
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The logo is enhanced by maintaining a clear area, void of all
content surrounding the logo. This area is defined above.



Your Move Ohio Brand Continued

Secondary Logos and usage

Grayscale

Black

Reversed – White on Black

Reversed – White on Blue
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YOUR MOVE OHIO BRAND
PILOT RESEARCH FINDINGS
RESEARCH Your Move Ohio conducted a series of focus

PILOT MATERIALS This section has the archived

groups to help us learn what barriers to mode shift may
exist and what messages are more likely to resonate with
Ohio communities. Mode shift means replacing a car trip
with another mode like walking, biking or busing.

materials used in the campaign’s pilot launch. It also
includes research conducted on the pilot’s messaging
and creative and the feedback received to help you
understand changes to the campaign’s messages.

KEY TAKEAWAYS INCLUDED USING:

èè
A balance of the two messages
(safety and encouragement)

èè
Clear and effective calls to action (CTA)
èè
A wide array of communication channels
We’ve included the reports for your review and consideration.
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FACEBOOK
As part of our campaign, we’ve tapped one of the largest
social media platforms to reach Ohio communities—
Facebook. Facebook has proven to be an important tool to
sharing our safety messages with drivers, people who walk
and people who bike in Ohio.

Before starting, check out the How to Get Started Facebook
Guide, based on our experiences on the Your Move Ohio
Facebook Page. Explore the toolkit with pre-written copy
and corresponding images, then start sharing!

It’s that time of year again where students across Ohio will
trade in their beach towels for backpacks.

📚

Drivers, pay attention to the increase in students walking,
biking and busing to school during your commute. Let’s work
together to keep everyone safe.

SAMPLE FACEBOOK POST
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Outdoor Advertising
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OUTDOOR ADVERTISING
Find an array of outdoor advertising options and messages
in the toolkit such as billboards, bus bench and shelter ads,
bike station and gas station ads. Choose your preferred
message, language, design and sizing. Then download to
start displaying in your community. Contact your local media
buying vendor for pricing, availability and placement.

We know that advertising sizes can vary by community
and each media vendor can have different size specs that
are hard to predict. Resizing may be needed in some cases.
Inquire about resizing pricing from your vendor or send a
request to BikeOhio@dot.ohio.gov for resized artwork.
We are happy to work with you to get the sizing you need.

When using the “add your own logo” billboard option, be
sure you have design software such as Adobe Illustrator®
installed on your computer, so you can edit the file. Use a
high-resolution (or vector) logo file on the billboard. Most
vendors provide this, but always ask for a proof, or mock-up,
before placing the billboard buy to ensure the desired look.

See the “Translated Materials” section of the toolkit for
billboards in Spanish.

SAMPLE OUTDOOR ADVERTISEMENT
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Transit Advertising
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TRANSIT ADVERTISING
Your local transit system may offer interior or exterior
advertisement space. Choose your preferred messages,
design and sizing, then download the tools to provide your
vendor the correct artwork. Contact your local vendor for
pricing, availability and placement, which in some areas
may be your local transit agency.

Resizing may be needed in some cases. If the dimensions
you need are not provided here, please send a request to
ODOT at BikeOhio@dot.ohio.gov. We are happy to work
with you to get the sizing you need.

SAMPLE TRANSIT ADVERTISEMENT
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Radio and TV Advertising
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RADIO AND TV ADVERTISING
There are advertisements for placement on local radio or TV,
as well as audio files, video files and scripts in this section of
the toolkit. After reviewing, follow these steps to get started:

èè
Identify the target demographic you want to engage:
high school students, adults 19–38 years old, adults
39–54 years old, drivers, people who walk, bike and
ride the bus, etc. Then identify the radio or TV stations
that those specific audiences listen to or watch.
Different stations appeal to different audiences.

èè
Set your budget—and contact media sales
representatives to see if their station is a good match
for your target demographic. Radio is generally less
expensive, but varies depending on the market. Ask for
their recommendation on how to make your ad budget
reach as many people as many times as possible.

èè
Inquire about the production and placement options.
Please see the produced radio and TV options we
have provided. If these options aren’t ideal, you can
work with your local radio stations to inquire about
production. Generally, radio and some TV stations
will produce ads at no charge if you purchase
advertising time. If not, contact your local video
production firm.
Contact your local TV and radio outlets for pricing,
availability and placement. Typically, there are advertising
contacts listed on your local TV and radio stations' websites.
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Digital Materials
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DIGITAL MATERIALS
See website banners, streaming audio service
advertisements and other digital advertising components
in the toolkit. Contact your local media vendor(s) for pricing
and digital ad space availability. Vendors could include:
popular online places your community visits often like local
news stations’ websites, Yelp, Google Search and others.

Also included are email graphics suitable for
your e-newsletters.
For information on boosting Facebook posts, refer to the
"How to Get Started Facebook Guide" in the Facebook
section of the toolkit.

SAMPLE DIGITAL ADVERTISEMENT
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Print Materials
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PRINT MATERIALS
See a variety of print materials including training and event
flier templates, tip cards, and pedestrian and bicyclist
safety posters.
The flier template is easily customizable. Use the Arial font
and the color theme under the font color at the top of your
Word document. Make sure to type into the formatted text
spaces, replacing the words instead of copying and pasting
to keep the correct formatting.

Printing the tip cards is easy too. Download, print and
distribute at local community events. If you want to print a
batch of tips cards yourself and not through a professional
print vendor, please see the file that doesn’t include crop
and bleed marks. The crop and bleed marks are needed
only when printing through a professional printer.

LOOK OUT FOR EACH OTHER WHEN

èè
Cross at intersections or
in marked crosswalks

èè
Walk in the opposite

WALKING

èè
Reflective clothing
and lights can
increase visibility

direction of traffic

LOOK OUT FOR EACH OTHER WHEN

èè
Slow down. Speed

limits are the maximum.

èè
Yield to people walking
at intersections and
marked crosswalks.
Every intersection is
a crosswalk – painted
or not.

èè
Give people biking

at least 3 feet when
passing. Bikes are
vehicles and can legally
use the full travel lane.

DRIVING

èè
Check for people

walking and biking
when turning

èè
Don’t pass a vehicle

stopped at a crosswalk

èè
Look out for people

walking and biking,
especially outside of
daylight hours and in
the rain

LOOK OUT FOR EACH OTHER WHEN

èè
Follow traffic signs
and lights

èè
Ride predictably, in

the direction of traffic

BICYCLING

èè
Use bike lights outside of
daylight hours and in the
rain. Reflective clothing
can increase visibility.

èè
Wear a helmet

èè
Put your phone away

YourMove.ohio.gov
/YourMoveOhio

SAMPLE PRINT MATERIAL
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TRANSLATED MATERIALS
Ohio’s communities are diverse. Use the translated
materials, such as billboards and tip cards, to share
active transportation safety messages with everyone
in your community. If you have a translation request,
contact BikeOhio@dot.ohio.gov.

ESTÉ ATENTO
A LOS DEMÁS

SAMPLE TRANSLATED MATERIAL
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Promotional Materials
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PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS
Use these Your Move Ohio swag ideas to create memorable
promotional items for your community. Materials include
window clings and magnets with pedestrian and bicyclist
safety messaging, and logo files for bike lights, bike kits
and flashing light reflectors.
Window cling and magnet art is provided in the toolkit.
They can be used interchangeably. Simply download the
CMYK logo files from the Your Move Ohio Brand page, pick a
promotional item and reach out to your local vendor to order
the amount you need. Make sure to request a proof before
finalizing the order and double-check the logo isn’t too big
or too small on your item. Additionally, mock-ups of sample
bike lights, reflectors and bike kits are provided for your
reference. These would be great promotional items to invest
in to keep the Your Move message in front of your audiences.

SAMPLE PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS
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Press Releases
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PRESS RELEASES
The toolkit has four press releases focusing on people
who walk and bike to share with local media contacts to
raise awareness during:

èè
First Day of Spring – safety angle
èè
National Bike Month – encouragement angle
èè
Walk to School Day – encouragement angle
èè
Daylight Savings Time – safety angle

Reaching out to local media contacts with pitches about
people who walk and bike when it is timely increases your
chance of news coverage. About two weeks before the
event or news hook, share the release with reporters you
think would be interested based on what they typically cover
(community/neighborhood/event journalists vs. financial/
business journalists). Follow up one week later. You should
also contact the reporter or editor the day-of if you have not
heard back. If you do hear back and they confirm coverage,
it is okay to ask when the coverage might appear, but be
patient and respectful of their competing deadlines. If you
don’t hear back, again be patient. It might not have been a
good match for them at the time. However, don’t give up!
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Presentation
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PRESENTATION
Presentation preparation just got a bit easier with
these materials ready for you to customize with your
local campaign details. If you use tables at community
events, consider purchasing an 8-foot table throw and
banner stands and use the artwork provided. If your
table or banners are different sizes, contact ODOT at
BikeOhio@dot.ohio.gov to request resizing.

SAMPLE PRESENTATION MATERIALS
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Go to Toolkit
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GO TO TOOLKIT
Begin exploring the sections of the online campaign toolkit
by clicking to jump to the section of your choice below.

èè
Getting Started
èè
Your Move Ohio Brand
èè
Facebook
èè
Outdoor Advertising
èè
Transit Advertising
èè
Radio and TV Advertising
èè
Digital Materials
èè
Print Materials
èè
Translated Materials
èè
Promotional Materials
èè
Press Releases
èè
Presentation
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